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The objective of Microsoft Century program:
The program aims to discover and assist innovative 
enterprise-ready blockchain solutions.
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Use Case : Targeted recall

Fix:
A blockchain-based solution that enables manufacturers to identify 
vehicles with defective parts and recall only those specific defective 
inventories. This can significantly reduce the cost of the recall and 
also allows manufacturers to track the status of the recall for 
regulatory reporting purposes.

Expected key features & functionalities:
•Provide unique identity for parts and associated final product
•Ability to quickly identify origin of parts
•Ability to store manufacturing & sourcing facilities’ business necessary  
  documents such as- Certificates, licenses, inspection reports etc. 
•Ability to filter out defective parts, associated final products & its     
 owners
•Real time inventory data
•Control over data shareability with different stakeholders in the value  
  chain
•Pre-defined rules or terms for quicker dispute resolution
•Ability to update the replaced part
•Documentation proof for regulatory compliance

Magnitude/opportunity:
In a costliest recall event costing an auto major $5 billion with 9 million 
vehicle recall. 

Takata`s airbag recall that started in 2011 is still continuing. 
Approximately, 45M vehicles in the US have been equipped with these 
defective airbags. This sent Takata into bankruptcy in the year 2017. 
Source: ReportLinker

Pain point: 
Product recalls are “moments of truth” in OEMs' relationships
with their customers. These events are challenging and costly
to manage. The OEMs should ensure that the right owners are
identified and reached. Additionally, they must account for
handling customer contact volatility and regulatory compliance.

Reference Solution:
IBM Food Trust

https://www.reportlinker.com/p04707118/Global-Automotive-Airbags-Automotive.html?utm_source=GNW
https://www.ibm.com/blockchain/solutions/food-trust
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Benefits from Microsoft Century program

Go to
market support

Mentorship from
industry leaders

Opportunity for
pilot implementation

APPLY NOW

For more details contact
Vasudhendra Badami

CMO, Lumos Labs
Email: vasu@lumoslabs.co

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeZOaSlrfAHmkUWUAgM3JVgD92YxjlviTmIQU1jWx2-Hj2UUg/viewform

